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Research question
 Research question: 

 What reasons make the sovereign states, namely the
Central European states, to delegate some their
powers in the security and defence field to the
supranational institutions?



Theories
Realism Liberalism

 A pessimistic view of 
human nature

 International relations are 
conflictual

 High regards for national 
security and state survival 

 Scepticism towards great 
progress in foreign policy

 A positive view of human 
nature

 A conviction that IR can be 
cooperative rather that 
conflictual

 High regard for cooperation 

 A belief in progress



Concepts
 Integration vs. sovereinity

Sovereinity is the ability of the state to pursue its desired politics and policies

without pressure and control from other states

Political integration is a process whereby nations forgo the desire and ability to

conduct foreign and key domestic policies independently from each other,

seeking instead to make joint decisions or delegate the decision-making

process to new central organs



Security of a sovereign state at a current 
stage

State national 
security
Regional groupings  

(ex.  The Visegrad
group, Nordic states)

Security alliances (ESDP, 
NATO, Organization of 
collective security treaty)

Sovereign state

World security (WMD, 
Environment) 



Implications for the 
CentralEurope
 No actual threat posed by any other sovereign

country

 Gradual erosion of sovereignity

 Delegation of some authorities to the EU level

 Europeanization of national foreign and security
policies

 National security is inseparable from regional
security

 Regional cooperation contributes to successful ESDP
implementation but is not essential for it.





Small and large states of the EU



Financing

 Defence budgets as of 2007:

 UK - 63,258 m$, 

 France - 60,662 m$

 Poland - 3,389 m$

 Czech - 2,669 m$



Source: Military Balance 2007. 





Why do the Central European 
states join supranational 
institutions? 

 Short tradition of independent policy making

 Choosing the cooperative strategy (liberal theory)

 News instruments for security – less armaments and 
expenses

 Getting access to the roundtable with other 
European members and other international actors

 Europeanization  as a bottom-up process

 Working on the same goals together



Thank you!

Questions? Answers!


